1 Abstract-Most of industrial systems are described by complex mathematical models with high order dimensions, wherein control engineering is facing big challenges in designing robust controllers for such type of systems; the main difficulty lies in founding a control structure that is tractable for large scale systems without complicating the controller design from one side, and with preserving controller robustness from the other side. Our study is focused on designing robust controller for industrial systems with complex structure. The robustness of decentralized controller has been improved by using overlapping decomposition approach; the obtained controller has been applied to Web Winding system with longitudinal structure. The designed approach leads to more computational technique, thus to easy-implementable controllers. Moreover, simulation results are presented with different input signals so that the usefulness of the proposed approach can be generalized.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many industrial technologies use web winding system for different tasks such as transporting products and materials [1] . The outputs of such system are web tensions and web velocities; and the inputs of the controlled system are the maximum velocity of the web with predefined values of tensions. The Mathematical model derivation of this system leads to dimensional state space representation [2] , which requires huge amount of computational effort to analyse dynamic process. Thus, the control design becomes more complicated. These complications require the use of decomposition strategies to divide the analysis and control problem of the original system into lower subsystems. Subcontrollers can be designed separately for each subsystem, and then the sub-solutions can be jointed together with respect to interconnection constraints to provide global solution of the original system.
The usefulness of decomposition strategies for web winding system has been proved in many papers ( [2] , [3] , [4] , and [5] ), in [6] multivariable control decoupling has been used in cold strip mill to decompose tensions and speed, however, the controller design is realized based on invariance principle with consideration that interconnection constraints between velocities and tensions are static, thus strong dynamic of interconnection has not been considered. Control complexity of web winding system has been analysed by few researchers, Stankovic el al. [7] proposed a general overlapping controller that deals with tracking inputs variations with the assumption that the constraints are known and given, Hou et al. [8] proposed used linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) approach for decentralized control design to minimize variations in web tension, however the disturbances in web velocity has not be considered. Decomposition strategies are developed to reduce system model dimension as well as simplification controller implementation, one of the best and direct applications for the recent development in decomposition strategies and control design is web winding system [4] . Draudvilien and Mazeika [9] investigated the effect of spectrum decomposition on system response and found that the systematic errors can be generated by modelling approach and decomposition technique as well. Feng et al. [10] used decomposition strategy in order to design H  controller for systems with uncertainties and time-delay in model dynamic. However, they assumed that disturbance has low frequency values which is acceptable for vehicle platoon system but not for web winding systems. Traditional control strategies based on PID controller do not achieve good decoupling especially for flexible webs. Moreover, robust multivariable controllers, recently proposed for this application ( [1] , [3] , and [8] ), are only powerful for reduced size systems. Robust decentralized overlapping output feedback control strategy is proposed in [11] for large scale systems; the load frequency controller designed with the presence of generation rate constraints and time varying delays, it guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system, the effectiveness of this approach is demonstrated through simulation results of a multi-area interconnected power system [11] , it is an innovative strategy for winding systems, it is based on large scale control strategies without the inconvenient of having too many inputs and outputs for one controller [12] .
Our work aims to improve decentralized controller robustness using overlapping decomposition applied to web winding system model; this strategy is based on decoupling the systems' model into lower interconnected subsystems that can be stabilized locally, and then conclude about global stability.
II. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM
Web winding system is quite common in industry [13] ; it is basically composed of: unwinding, traction and winding motors. Inputs and outputs of this multivariable system ( Fig. 1) 
III. DECOMPOSITION CONCEPT
Decomposition techniques are widely introduced in several works in order to reduce the control design complexity of large scale systems ( [14] ). The system given by (6) can be expanded into larger system then decomposed into simpler subsystems; using transformation matrices T and G we can expand inputs, states and outputs of state space representation of web winding system.
The matrices and T G are chosen so that: 
By replacing (8) and (9) 
Multiplying parts of the last equation by T and G respectively, we find:
Using the pairs   e e e , , X U Y , the expanded system can be written as:
, . The system (12) is an expansion of the system (6) (or system (6) is contraction of system (12)) if there exist transformation matrices and T G satisfying (13) and (14) such that for any initial states ( ) 
Consider the transformation , T G satisfying (15) for the original system; we define the transform matrices and
T C for the expanded system such that:
The system (12) is found by applying expansion principle, it can be decomposed using overlapping technique [15] as it is explained in section four.
IV. OVERLAPPING DECOMPOSITION THEORIES
In this section, we discuss the overlapping decomposition for closed loop system under an output feedback controller, consider the output feedback controller
are external input signals. If we replace U by its value in the open loop overlapped system given by (6), the system becomes:
The closed loop system given by (17) can be expanded into larger non overlapped system: 
where
The controller e K is contractible to the controller K if and only if there exist a matrix G such that
is achieved.
Proof 1
By replacing (8) and (9) in the closed loop overlapped system given by (17), we can find:
which implies that:
If we compare (22) with (18), we can notice that:
Taking into consideration (13) and (14) 
which implies that
This gives us
This means that expanded controller is contractible to the expanded non overlapped system if and only if there exists a matrix G such that
If the control system (18) is an extension of the control system (17) and if (17) is stable (respectively asymptotically stable) then (18) is stable (respectively asymptotically stable) [16] .
V. ROBUST DECENTRALIZED CONTROLLER A. Optimal System
Consider the system (17), the goal is to find decentralized control law 
such that the closed loop system is asymptotically stable, * J is the desired cost function, the semi definite positive matrices Q and R are chosen using trial/error method [17] . The expanded problem of the expanded non overlapped system is given by (18) , where the cost function is . 
This condition is introduced in order to establish an optimal control problem of ( , ) 
and:
, .
The last conditions are used to expand the overlapped system into a larger non overlapped system; it can be decomposed into two subsystems. To ensure that the dynamic of subsystems didn't change after decomposition, it is necessary to ensure that the interconnection terms are negligible [18] . By applying the condition given by (34) and (35) to the overlapped web winding system; we find that the expanded system is strongly connected, thus, interconnection terms can't be neglected. For this reason, we propose new conditions to ensure effectiveness of decomposition strategy.
B. Decentralized Controller
Consider the optimal problem for closed loop output feedback control of the overlapping web winding system before decomposition
T T S J J dt
The expanded problem is 
Theorem
The system   
T Q T G R G (39)

Proof 3
We establish only conditions for restriction; if we put 
T A T Α T A T A X T X T U T X T B G B G w (45)
If we compare (45) with (42) .
The last equality is true if and only if: 0, 0, 0, 0.
The requirement
This implies that
The change of basis e   X T X yields to an equivalent representation. The new expanded system is weakly coupled and can be decomposed into two subsystems (Fig. 3) ; they can be controlled separately. The representation of first subsystem is
and the representation of subsystem two is
The proof of theorem is completed [21] . We note that aggregation and restriction are mutually exclusive conditions; the aggregation specifies the behaviour of projection of the state trajectory of e S for arbitrary initial conditions e X , whereas, the system e S includes all the information concerning the behaviour of S . Using the proposed theorem, we generate an optimal output feedback control law of the form ; 1, 2
for each subsystem. By respecting the necessary and sufficient conditions of optimality [22] , the developed algorithm is based on solving (38): 
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we show the obtained results for output feedback controller designed with and without the proposed decomposition strategy. To generalize the strategy, we have used different input signals references, which are similar to industrial measurement signals.
A. Results for First Signal Reference
As shown in Fig. 4-Fig. 6 , the desired reference tensions and velocity signals are reached for web winding system motors, where:
 Without decomposition: the controller tracks the unwinding tension with errors 1 10.5 % e  (Fig. 4) , the winding tension with 2 4.6 % e  (Fig. 5) , and tracks the velocity with error 3 2.6 % e  , the cost function calculated from (36) is 
B. Results for the Second Signal References
As shown in Fig. 7-Fig. 9 , the new desired signal reference are reached too, where  Without decomposition: the dynamic of closed loop system follows the input reference signals for the unwinding tension with errors 1 13.7 % e  (Fig. 7) , and for the winding tension with error 2 10.9 % e  (Fig. 8) and for the velocity input with error 3 3.9 % e  , the cost function value is found * 3 5.31 10 J   .  With decomposition, the dynamic of closed loop system follows the unwinding tension with error 1 9.7 % d e  (Fig. 7) , the winding tension with error 2 5.3 % d e  (Fig. 8) 56.4 % . The energy consumed by the three motors of the system, represented by cost function, is reduced by 81.8 % . Fig. 7 . Unwinding motor tension response for web winding system before and after decomposition.  , this value has been reduced by 34.9 % in comparison to the control system without implication any decomposition strategy and without reducing system complexity.  For winding motor: the winding motor response is the same as the desired signal (Fig. 11) , the calculated value of the cost function is equal to 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the overlapping decomposition strategy has been proposed to improve robustness of decentralized controller; the mathematical framework of the studied problematic has been introduced based on the inclusion/contraction principle. Moreover, optimality constraints have been included in order to incorporate the optimal control problem for large scale systems. The contractibility of contracted controller has been demonstrated through the cited theorem. Optimal decentralized dynamic output feedback controller has been designed with/without the proposed decomposition strategy and applied for three-motor web winding system. We found that the strategy increases efficiency of the designed controller, in addition to simplifying its implementation and reducing complexity of the system's model. Furthermore, to improve the obtained results, we have integrated an optimization cost function so that the designed controller is optimized, and the cost function, which represents energy consumed by the three motors, is reduced. We noticed that the sum of cost values for decomposed subsystems is less than the cost function value of the original system   * * * 1 2 J J J   . To clarify the advantages of the proposed decomposition strategy, a comparison between results of control system with and without the strategy has been realized and discussed at the end of this paper. Several future works can be realized based on this study, larger systems can be simplified especially where there are many overlapped regions with higher dimension systems. Fuzzy state-feedback controller can be used considered for future improvements.
